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BRIEFLY
Inside
Budget prioritized:

Faculty Senate makes
budget recommendations as
Olscamp responds to evaluation in person.
►See page 5.
Riding high:

Despite a recall drive by
opponents, a recent poll
suggests Coughlin has
maintained his support.
►See page 4.

The BG News
Petition for Coughlin recall initiated
Chris Redfern, College Democrats president, said the efforts to
recall Coughlin stem from allegations leveled by USG Senator and
Undergraduate Student College Republicans President
Government President Kevin Roger McCarthy last Monday.
Coughlin may be forced to relinquish his position if recall efforts
McCarthy alleged Coughlin
to oust him by the undergraduate failed to gain USG general asmembers of College Democrats sembly approval for purchases
are successful.
more than $50 as mandated by the
USG constitution.
USG finance committee chairThe Democrats initiated a recall of Coughlin Jan. 15 and are person Kevin McCallum said the
asking for a formal investigation expenses McCarthy alleged were
misallocated were authorized by
of Coughlin's activities.
by Robert Davidson
staff writer

More from the Gulf:

► See page 7.

"The last time
[general assembly]
was not receiving
budget reports was
during Tim Peterson's
administration in
1988-1989. That led to
a $5,000 deficit in
USG."
-David Rice,

Warming up for Rockets:

Falcons men and women
basketball squads prepare
to face archrival University
of Toledo.
► See page 10.

Campus
Names solicited:

77ie BG News is asking for
assistance in compiling the
names of students, faculty
or staff who were activated
by the military due to Operation Desert Storm.
Because of the Family
Educational Rights and
Privacy Act the University
administration is unable to
release the names of any
students activated. If you
know of someone who is actively serving or is activated in the future please
send their name, hometown,
class and major [ or title ],
hometown and branch serving.
Stop van abuse:

The Office of Parking and
Traffic would like to remind
students about using the
University's Van Service.
The purpose of the Van
Service is to drive students
from buildings to their vehicles in parking lots — it is
not intended to be used for
driving students to other
buildings.

Honor fraternity
founded:

A national statistics honor
fraternity was approved for
instatement in January.
Mu Gamma Rho promotes activities designed to
help in the academic and
statistical growth of its
members, the requirements
for admission include at
least 14 hours in statistics.
The fraternity will be officially installed in a ceremony later in the semester.

Teach-in featured:

Today, from 4-10 p.m.
there will be a Middle East
Teach-in at 121 West Hall.
Featured at the Teach-in
will be BSU President
Maurice Tate, Abid Al Marayah from the political science department at UT, and
Delia Aguilar from the ethnic studies department.
Multiple viewpoints will
be shared and anyone with
any point of view is welcome to attend for any portion of the event.

Weather
Snow likely:
Today, snow likely.
Breezy and not as cold with
the high near 30. Chance of
snow 60 percent. Tonight,
mostly cloudy with a chance
of flurries. Low near 15.
Chance of snow 50 percent.
Thursday, variable cloudiness. Widely scattered flurries. High 15 to 20. Chance of
snow 30 percent.
Compiled from local and
wire reports

the USG budget and did not require approval by the general assembly.
Redfern said the first step of
the recall is compiling a petition
of students who favor an inquiry
of Coughlin's presidency.
According to the USG constitution, any representative of USG is
open to recall if 5 percent of the
student body submit their names
in petition form.
A special election must then
take place within 15 days of submitting the petition to the Elections and Opinions Board of USG
in which no less than 10 percent of
the student body — about 1,800 —
students must vote. The last USG
presidential election drew 2,822
students to the polls.
If the majority of students voting is in support of the recall, the
officer is removed from office.
If Coughlin were to be recalled,
current USG Vice President
Linda Schnetzer would be named
president by virtue of the USG
constitution.
Schnetzer said she believes
there is no reason to recall Coughlin and she is absolutely against
the College Democrats' efforts.

"I don't think the
student body will fall
for it...As an
administration, we
haven't done
anything we should
be ashamed of
[doing]."
--Kevin Coughlin

"None of the accusations I've
heard are strong enough to recall
a president over. The damage
done to the organization | by a recall] would be greater than the
good," she said.
College Democrats Treasurer
David Rice said the College Democrats encourage people to sign
the petition.
"The recall asks for the student
body to evaluate the effectiveness
of their president," he said. "If

students want Kevin Coughlin as
their president they will come out
and vote to keep him in."
Coughlin said the College Democrats have a right to initiate a
recall, but added, "I don't think
the student body will fall for it."
Coughlin said he does not expect the supporters of the recall
to succeed.
See Recall, page 6.

Iraqi enemies
hit by missiles:
3 die, 70 hurt
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP)
— A cornered Iraq lashed out at
enemies east and west Tuesday
with terror from the sky, firing
missiles at both Saudi Arabia and
Israel. One Scud slammed into
homes in Tel Aviv and pushed Israel closer to joining the Persian
Gulf War.
At least three people died and
70 were wounded in Tel Aviv, Israeli military officials said. The
new U.S.-supplied Patriot defense system failed to stop the incoming Iraqi missiles, they said.
But the Patriot interceptor
missiles did their iob against
Scuds falling on Dhahran, Saudi
Arabia.
The oil-pumping heart of Kuwait burned through the day Tuesday, spreading black smokescreens across the sky.
On the northern Saudi front
lines, Iraqi tanks have been shuttling from one hardened position
to another, and Iraqi gunners
have fired sporadically on U.S.
lines, officers reported.
"He still has a lot of fireEawer," said a Marine intelgence officer. Col. Ron Richard.
" ... This is not an enemy that is
going to go easy."
The relentless allied air war
passed a new mark, 10,000 aircraft sorties.

Iraq asserted the U.S.-led coalition's warplanes struck residential areas of Baghdad and other
cities in 20 attacks late Monday
and early Tuesday.
Iraqi radio also claimed the
Desert Storm bombers attacked
two major Islamic religious sites
and vowed that "holy anger"
would translate into "suicide
operations that will seek retribution."
The U.S. military maintains it
is limiting attacks to strategic
targets, and has said specifically
it will avoid Islamic holy places.
Journalists who left Baghdad in
recent days said the population
has either fled to the countryside
or settled into basement shelters.
D See War, page 6

Rights not read
Statements still allowed as evidence
to stand shoulder-to-shoulder for
as long as an hour and a half
investigative editor
while tney were questioned one
by one.
Bakies moved to suppress all
Statements made by 35 Univergathered the night of the
sity students arrested for evidence
party
because none of the interunderage drinking at an Oct. 26
party will be allowed as evidence rogated students were read their
despite the fact Miranda rights Miranda rights.
Bachman agreed with Proswere not read to the questioned ecutor
Albert Potter, ruling the
students.
Student Legal Services Manag- interrogations were legal and did
require Miranda warnings
ing Attorney Greg Bakies said he not
will advise his clients — who have because the students were not
in custody.
pleaded not guilty to underage officially
The question of custody rests on
drinking — to appeal Judge
number of officers present,
James Bachman's denial of a mo- the
amount of force used, physical
tion to suppress the statements.
"I do not agree with the judge's restraints placed on suspects and
decision," Bakies said. "He listed the length of time suspects are
Bakies said.
all the facts but then he had to detained,
Although some students were
slide them to fit his interpretation told
they were under arrest,
of the law."
Fifteen kegs and 56 cases of handcuffed, denied access to
and detained for 15
beer were confiscated when Wood restrooms
to an hour and a half,
County Sheriff's deputies and minutes
ruled they were never
state liquor control officers stor- Bachman
med the Delta Upsilon - Sigma Nu in the custody of officers.
"The police did not coerce or
party in nearby Weston around trick
the suspects; there were not
midnight Oct. 26.
inherently compelling pressures
Students claim the officers, generated
by the custodial setting
with shotguns drawn, herded at the hall,"
Bachman's ruling
them into a group, forcing some
read.
by Wynne Everett

■6 Nawt/Greg Horvath

Lift-off

Fourteen-year-old Brian Laakaniemi. of Bowling Green, soars through the air with ease on his ThunderTube. Laakaniemi was taking advantage ol the recent snowfall and the steep decline ol "Bill's
HIM" on hole number 11 ot Creason Golt Course.

Police deemed 'efficient'
by Michelle Banks
assistant managing editor

The Community Improvement
Committee condoned actions city
police used during last fall's East
Merry Mania and Frazee Frenzy
block parties.
A report presented to city
council at Tuesday night's meeting stated, "The committee believes that overall the city police
officers handled the events of
Sept. 7 and 8 effectively, efficiently and appropriately."
Using 99 cases upheld in court,

lack of injuries and minimal
property damage as reasons for
police support, the committee
also stated officers entered
apartments in "good faith and
were unaware that they were in
violation of the constitution."
Complaints that police used severe language and treated students disrespectfully, however,
were not supported in the report.
"We do not condone police officers using rough language or
treating citizens discourteously,
but also believe that we must
consider the circumstances and
mood of the crowd the police were

facing," the report stated.
Another goal of the committee
during its three month study of
East Merry and Frazee was to
recommend potential solutions
which would prevent such events
in the future. The recommendations included:
■Consistent law enforcement
city-wide for all citizens. It was
eroposed students who break the
iw off campus should be treated
the same as students who live on
campus.
nging the current police
policy of party containment to
a See Council, page 3.

Anti-Arab acts
are unjustified
Anti-Arab sentiments are slowly increasing across
the country as a result of the week-old war
against Iraq.
Last week, a Palestinian student at the University of
Toledo declined a local TV station to show his face during an interview because he feared he would become a
target of violence.
Those fears are justified.
Blissfield, Mich, police said the fire that destroyed
Kareem Khoury's Dairy Queen Tuesday morning was
an apparent act of anti-Arab vandalism. A week earlier, Khoury — a Jordan native — had green paint splashed on his store.

Traditionally, there has been tension between the
United States and the Arab world. Yet, when examining the Gulf situation, people tend to overlook our Arabian allies.
U.S. troops are fighting with, not against, Saudi Arabians, Egyptians, even Syrians, among other Arabs.
Yet, some Americans stereotype all Arabs as American-hating followers of Saddam Hussein.
Other than the concern Americans have for the
troops, perhaps their greatest fear is terrorism. Yes,
the perpetrators of such violence will likely be of Arab
heritage. But to say all Arabs are terrorists is like saying because a woman has blue eyes, all women have
blue eyes.
The threat of terrorism in our country is real indeed.
Before entering war with Iraq, Hussein made it clear
his country would seek retaliation through terrorist
acts in the United States, as well as Europe.
Too often the Arabs are portrayed unfairly through a
variety of U.S. mediums so diverse that this racism
has touched all areas of American life.
While we don't downplay the danger of terrorism, the

United States must not be illogically reactionary as it
has been before.
During the first world war, German-Americans were
forced to change their names as the "Huns" became
the focus of discrimination. During World War II.
Japanese-Americans were subjected to imprisonment
in detention camps.
Today, many people still have anti-Vietnamese opinions as a result of the Vietnam war. We need to avoid
this hatred.
These groups were targets of frustration, but race or
nationality simply is not a reason to question a particular person's national allegience.
Caution must be exercised in protecting American
and Allied lives here and abroad, but not by irrationally attacking fellow citizens.
"Keep out of Arab bashing. Arabs are real prople
just like us," advised Journalism Department chairperson Harold Fisher. This long-time resident of the
Middle East makes the point clearly: people need to
look beyond current events and see Arabs as people,
not as the enemy.

LETTERS

Fan disputes Cynicism,
ban of Rose ignorance
elicit anger

Editor The News;
Jamie Joss' commentary on
why Pete Rose shouldn't be elected into the Hall of Fame bothers
me because I disagree with the
idea that Rose should be banned.
And I don't agree with players
Joss listed who didn't make the
Hall because of gambling. Joss is
way off on his examples. "Shoeless" Joe Jackson was one of the
many members of the 1917
"Black Sox Scandal," but although he was accused of fixing
the World Series, he batted over
.400 while having no fielding errors. It was also never proven
that he was actually part of the
scandal.
Denny McLain did have some
good years, but one 30 win year
doesn't merit anyone to the Hall.
McLain won a measly 131 games,
hardly enough to gain admittance
to the Hall.
Rose gave the fans 23 years of
great baseball. He got caught
5ambling and now he's paying his
ebts like a man. Nobody is perfect. Some of the greatest players
who are in the Hall of Fame have
done much worse than Rose.
Baseball players aren't angels,
many players in the Hall probably liked to Up the bottle, fool
around a bit and gamble. As for
Rose being a bad role model, all
of his fans are now adults like
myself. I would much rather explain to a kid that Rose had a
gambling problem, than to explain that someone was a drunk
or racist.
Brad Cunningham,
senior

Editor The News;

How is it that the American
people can be so blatantly naive
to such an obvious state of affairs? Can people be so ill educated that they still continue to
compare Vietnam with the Persian Gulf? Do they really think
that higher oil prices is why we
are risking thousands of American lives?
We have become so content to
live our lives of isolation and egocentricity that when a crisis
arises that needs the intervention
of the United States, all we can do
is create cynical ideas as to why
we need to be involved. There are
no images of the suffering and the
atrocities that are going on at this
very moment, but rather, we see
and hear only what we want.
In 1950, the UN Security Council approved a resolution describing the invasion of South Korea as
a "breach of the peace and an act
of aggression," and impolored
the members to render every assistance in restoring peace. As
usual, the United States was the
first there setting the precedent.
The United States did not tolerate
communist aggression, and for
the first time in history, resolutely established itself as a dominant world leader.
As chance would have it, histoShas repeated itself — the
lyers have changed, but the
game remains the same.
John Kim
Former USMC Officer Candidate

Correction
The BG News erroneously wrote in the Friday, Jan. 18 issue
that the last day to apply for May graduation was Feb. 8, 1991.
The actual date for undergraduates to apply is Jan. 25, 1991.
Graduate students can apply as late as Feb. 8. We apologize for
the error.

The BG News

- An Independent Student Voice -

Anti-Arab feeling cools Melting Pot
There has been a great deal in
the media lately about how the
Gulf War has sparked a great
deal of anti-Arab activity. Recent
stories in newspapers and on television have discussed anti-Arab
attacks, and even a few are beginning to discuss anti-Arab
stereotypes.
Unfortunately, this kind of racial stereotyping is not new. In
fact, it seems that it pervades
most of U.S. history. It appears
that every nationality we are in
conflict with has been depersonalized at some point in American
history, even when many Americans are descendants from these
ethnic stocks. It often seems that
the "Melting Pot" is not at a high
enough temperature to permit
melting.
The Arabs have traditionally
been stereotyped. When one
thinks of Arabs, the image that
comes to mind is the image
created by Hollywood. The image
of swarthy men with long, black
mustaches, riding around on
camels screaming about Allah,
and wearing what looks like dishtowels around their heads.
Actually, that's the old version
of Hollywood Arabs. Now they
are still swarthy men with long,
black mustaches, screaming

about Allah, but instead of riding
camels, they are all terrorists. In
fact, in movies lately it seems all
Arabs are villains.
This has been a fairly recent
Ephenomenon, dating back to the
ranian Hostage Crisis. Then we
had "Mad Mo" Qaddafi. It

Along The
Middle Road
by
Chris Dawson
News Analyst
seemed that these religiously fanatical terrorist thugs hated us so
we had to hate them. Strange
logic.
Unfortunately, this negative
progression has continued to
spiral downward. The low point
was Bush comparing Saddam
Hussein to Adolf Hitler. A neat
trick; Hitler is pretty universally
regarded as one of the greatest
villains of all time. So now, if we

compare Saddam to him, that
makes Saddam this great villain,
too. So what if they're as different
as night and day? They're
villains, and should be stomped
into the dust.
All this shows is that few in the
United States understand Arab
culture, Arab history, and the
Moslem religion. Will anyone
take the time to try and understand? Probably not. Any and all
Arabs, even Christian Arabs
[there is such a thing] will be
stereotyped and lumped together
into the same negative category.
This does not bode well for world
brotherhood.
The saddest thing is, THIS IS
NOT NEW! Back in World War
II, there was much racial stereotyping. Germans were seen as inhuman Nazi slaves under Hitler's
spell. The Japanese were regarded as subhuman, and phrases like
"Little yellow bastards" were
frequently heard. They were
popularly stereotyped as short,
with buck teeth, thick glasses,
and monkey-like features.
In the United States, we carried
this stereotyping to the most horrible level. We imprisoned Americans of Japanese descent. Countless Japanese-Americans [Nisei)
were interned in concentration

camps, even though many were
second- and third-generation
Americans. When the commanding general, John DeWitt, was
asked about the differences between Japanese-Americans, he
replied that "A Jap's a Jap — it
doesn't matter if they're American or not." So much for the land
of the free and the home of the
brave.
It hasn't ended. Look at the Soviets. For years, they've been
considered robot-like communist
thugs. They weren't Soviets, they
were "Commies" and out to conquer the world. Now we see them
in the news, and they look remarkably like human beings. In
fact, they even look like us!
Amazing, isn't it?
Unfortunately, as this war
drags on, the anti-Arab racist
stereotyping will only get worse.
When the war ends and Saddam
is defeated, will we immediately
have to change our views, since
our allies are Arabs? Chances
are, U.S. views won't change: at
least, until we need a new villain
for our movies.
Christopher J. Dawson is a
senior history major from Mentor, and a columnist for the News.
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Experience aids success

3

■

University relations job pays off for Mason
by Jeremy Stone Weber
slaff writer

When Philip Mason became vice president of
University Relations last spring, it was old hat for
him.
Mason has been working in the area of university development since he was in college, and he's
confident his current job is where he belongs.
"There's a lot of challenges in this job and a lot
of opportunities for success," he said. "Our mission is to advance the University and we remind
ourselves of that on a daily basis."
Mason, in charge of coordinating the University's alumni affairs, public relations, television
services, student publications and development,
took over the relations job last April after serving
as University President Paul Olscamp's executive
assistant for nearly eight years.
However, he said his current job is an extension
of training he received while attending West Virginia University.
"I was a poor student working my way through
school, and they put me in a biology lab, he said.
"I knew that wasn't going to help me much, so I
asked to be put in an office somewhere. That's
where I started understanding the world of development for a university.
"I was cheap labor, but I didn't mind it at all."
Mason's work paid off after graduation when he
was named Western Washington University's associate director of development. Four years later
he was promoted to director, while earning his
master's degree in business administration at
night. He also secured the largest financial gifts in
the history of the university.
While serving as Olscamp's assistant and Board
of Trustees secretary, Mason again earned a degree — his doctorate in higher education administration — before being transferred to relations.
The decision to make Mason a vice president
came with opposition from Faculty Senate, whr

claimed a national search was required. However,
Olscamp said a search was not necessary, and the
trustees approved Mason's hiring.
At his current position, Mason often acts as an
official University representative for several
events, including Ohio legislature meetings.
Mason was one of several college and university
representatives crucial in the general assembly's
decision to keep higher education funding in tact.
He also is a key figure in encouraging donations
to the University.
"Basically, my job is to garner financial, political and moral support of friends and alumni to the
University to enable others to reach their goals,"
he said.
To meet his goals, Mason said the University
must focus more attention on promoting itself, and
he said he hopes to make this a University-wide
priority.
"The University needs to tell people how great
we are," he said. "There are a lot of great things
going on here."
In 1989, Mason received the prestigious Edgar L.
Morphet Award for his dissertation examining desirable leadership qualities of university presidents. However, he refuses to speculate whether
he plans to be a president himself someday.
It takes a very special sort of person to be a
university president, he said. "I want to concentrate on doing the absolute best job possible. I like
BGSU and don't have any plans to go somewhere
else from here."
Often-times, being the University's representative means attending early-morning meetings and
late-night events. Mason said he relies on the support ofnis wife, Karen, and son Paul.
"They are very supportive," he said. "I work
hard and am utterly committed to the University,
but I am very supportive of the special type of
quality time with my family."
Throughout his career Mason has been active in
community events, participating in the Big Brothers/Big Sisters program and the American Red
Cross. He also is a founding member of the Bowling Green Community Development Foundation.
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Phil Mason

Council
□ Continued from page 1.
disbursement, which would require all persons at a party to
leave the premises.
■ Police officers should be courteous to all citizens and all
arrests should be made within the
confines of the law. The city attorney and police chief should investigate exceptions to the
Fourth Amendment.
■Establishing a plan regarding
how the police will respond to future large parties. The police
should develop their plan now and
begin informing citizens about

VIDEO DELIVERY
_3H-:iJ\ '-

~J

(5 2 8 3)
Delivering today's hits, yesterday's classics and nintendo fun!!!

the policies that the police will
follow.
■Landlords considering the issue of large keg parties in their
leases and be prepared to begin
eviction procedures If the tenants
break the lease agreements.
■Videotaping of large parties
by police to gather more evidence
for the court.
Student reactions to the report
were critical.
"The policy of changing from
containment to disbursement is
not very effective — it will cause
more of a problem by breaking up

a party than it would by making
people leave," Dave Latto, senior
marketing major said.
Use of video cameras also
created concern and seemed unreasonable, for one student.
"If people are old enough to live
off campus then they are old
enough and responsible enough to
have a party, Melissa Brown,
senior international studies
major said. "They (cameras) are
not needed."
"At least they acknowledged
some wrong doing by the police,"
she said.

Rent 1 video
I or nintendo game (
and receive
■

\$1.00
0FF\
2nd Rental
«xpir« 2/14/91

FRATERNITY RUSH
INFORMATION NIGHT

"Your Connection to the World"
Welcome Back On & Off-campus Studentsl
Specials - Deals - Bonus

THURS., JAN 24, 1991
7:30-9:00PM
LENHART GRAND
BALLROOM
IFC Sponsored Rush Dates
January 29, 7-9pm
January 30, 7-9pm
February 4, 7-9pm
Fubruary 5, 7-9pm
February 7, 7-9pm

*&>.

"Second Semester Deal"
includes
Basic service January 6-May 10
Basic installation
For one Payment ot $59.95

SAVE UP
TO 26%
HBO-CINEMAX
Premium Service Promotion
Pay $35.00 for each and
receive one Premium channel
January 5-May 10
FREE PREMIUM CHANNEL INSTALLATION
A SAVINGS OF 34%

HA Comedy Channel now available
******************+*♦*!
118 N. Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419)352-8424

Office Hours
8:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M.
Mondey-Fridty
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Coughlin ranked favorably Grant facilitates
by J.J. Thompson
staff writer

-,< x )

University students favorably
ranked Undergraduate Student
Government President Kevin
Coughlin in a poll released Tuesdayby USG, despite recent criticisms of his performance in office.
Because of the recent movement by some USG members to
have him recalled, the results
came at a good time, according to
USG executive assistant Jason
Jackson.
"It's outstanding because as of
late there have been a lot of complaints against Kevin," he said.
The 1.7 [percent who gave
Coughlin a poor rating ]is a very
vocal 1.7, obviously," he said.
Coughlin agreed, stating he is
not overly concerned about the
recent criticisms.
"No matter what you do, somebody is going to dislike you," he
said, "f don't get discouraged
about that."
Out of the 1,200 students polled
by the Student Activities
Research and Evaluation Office
last fall, 15.3 percent rated his
performance as average, 3S.1
percent rated Coughlin's performance as good and 25.6 percent rated his perfomance as
very good.
Coughlin received a poor to
very poor rating from 1.7 of the
students polled.
The actual polling was done
during November and December,
but Coughlin said he did not think

racial research in
juvenile justice

USG's Performance
Kevin Coughlin's
Performance

4_.l l
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by Julie K. i r
staff writer
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A team of University researchers recently received a grant to
study racial bias in the juvenile
justice system in Ohio.
The $148,910 grant was awarded in mid-December by the Governor's Office for Criminal Justice Service, according to Christopher Dunn, director of research
services and a member of the
research team.
"This is a topic that hasn't gone
away in over 20 years," Dunn
said. He, along with Stephen
Cernkovich, professor of sociology, Jerry Wicks, director of the
Popular and Social Research
Center, and Robert Perry, chairperson and associate professor of
ethnic studies, make up the core
group of researchers.
Dunn said the team hopes to
accomplish three projects during
the study.
The first is to draw a large
sample of juvenile justice cases
and establish case characteristics common to all cases, he said.
"There are all kinds of characteristics that can be looked at, for
example, the kind of policing that
is done in particular geographic
areas," Dunn said.
He said a judge in Lucas
County told him the largest percentage of arrests for crack cocaine dealing are in minority
communities, where the police
patrols are heavily concentrated.
"We are trying to determine
whether the disproportionate
number of arrests of minority juveniles is due to behavioral differences or if there are social
reaction differences," Dunn said.
The second objective of the
study is to interview between 100
and 200 youths from juvenile
courts to see what case history
circumstances are involved, he
said.
"Minority youth tend to be suspended from schools more often
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the results would be different now
if a new poll was conducted, stating there were as many criticisms against him then as there
are now.
However, based on recent accusations by USG Senator and
College Republicans representative Roger McCarthy, College
Democrats initiated a petition
drive last week calling for a recall vote of Coughlin.
Most students also gave USG a
favorable rating overall, with 87.4
ranking the government's representation of students as average

to very good.
"I think it's an accurate view
about how the student body feels
about how USG is doing," Coughlin said. "It's not like two years
ago when USG was a joke — it
shows we've come a long way."
"Students are pleased with
USG as a whole,"Jackson said.
When asked about the faculty
evaluations issue, 94.7 of the students polled agreed to strongly
agreed students should be permitted to see evaluations of faculty performance in the classroom.
The USG faculty and course e-

valuation was a good undertaking, as 81.1 percent also agreed
with the project.
"It's something students feel
they need to have," he said.
"[ Students ]pay a lot of money to
go to school and they need to
know what they're paying for."
Jackson said the responses regarding the evaluation booklets
were encouraging.
[USG] saw a lot of controversy
[about the booklets this year],"
he said. "It's iust good to know
the students still want it."

When you give blood you give
another chance. +
Applications available for the
DELBERT L. LATTA SCHOLARSHIP

r let ms live \

RECYCLE!
The BG News
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The Delbert L. Lalta Scholarship was created upon the 1988 retirement of Delbert Latta from the U.S. Congress, where he had served as
Ohio's Fifth District Representative for 30 years. He had also served
three terms in the Ohio Senate.
Up to four $1,000 scholarships (two to incoming freshman, two to
continuing students who have a minimum of two more semesters of study
to complete before graduation) will be awarded to law-abiding students
who possess a minimum GPA of 3.0 and exhibit involvment in campus
and/or community organizations. ANY MAJOR IS ELIGIBLE.

than white students, and we hope
to find out how the schools operate to produce the overrepresentation, Dunn said.
The other goal of the study is to
construct hypothetical cases and
Eresent them to judges and proation officers.
The cases will exclude information about race, and the people
will be able to make judgments
on the cases, Dunn said.
"We'll see what kind of information these people respond to,"
he added.
The objective of the study is not
to accuse people of discrimination or to point fingers at
anyone, but to inform and sensitize different jurisdictions who
exhibit a pattern that an element
of discriminatory behavior does
exist, Dunn said.
"The big problem in all studies
done about this topic before is
that you can't prove that they
[judges, probation officers,
police, etc.] made decisions that
discriminate. We have a responsibility to do this study in the best
way we can and to help the state
make decisions based on our
data," he said.
The research team hopes to
take any new and interesting
study results and publish them in
a professional journal, Dunn said.
They also want to use the data to
share information with colleagues around the country.
"We're anticipating that this is
going to be a very revealing study
about what is going on around the
state," Dunn said.
The team wrote their proposal
for the project and submitted it to
the Governor's Office for Criminal Justice Service in September.
Four other proposals were
submitted; three from Ohio and
one from Indiana, Dunn said, but
a panel of experts judged the
University's as the best.
The project will last about 18
months, Dunn said.

COCO NEEDS YOUR HELP!
COCO, the Commuter Oft - Campus Organization, is
now accepting petitions of nomination for positions on
the Executive Board. Positions that are open include:

Applicants must reside in the geographic areas represented by Delbert Latta during his years in public service: the counties Defiance, Erie,
Fulton, Hancock, Henry, Ottawa, Paulding, Putnam, Sandusky, Seneca,
Van Wert, Williams, and Wood: also the townships of Lyme, Norwich,
Richmond, Sherman and Bellevue City (Huron County),
Harding, Jerusalem, Monclova, Oregon, Providence, Springfield and
Swanton (Lucas County).

Secretary
Activities Coordinator
Communications Coordinator
Petitions are available in the COCO Office, HOB
Moseley Hall, and in the Main Office of the
Off - Campus Student Center, Ground Level of
Moseley Hall. Petitions are due at 5 p.m., January
25. Elections will be held January 29 & 30 in the
Off - Campus Student Center.

Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center, Financial
Aid Office, and college offices. Deadline: March 1, 1991.
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The Brothers of Iheta Chi Proudly Announce Their
Executive Officers and Cabinet
Executive
President- Man Kagy
V.P. ol Internal- Lee Tan Syckle
T.P. of Bush- Dominic Oildone
Treasurer- Ted Brambo

Secretary- BUI loonan
Social Chairman- J.P. Patched
Bouse Manager- Greg Tracl
Pledge Educator- Jay Rhoads
Alumni Correspondent- Sung Si leemaster

Cabinet
Athletic Chairman- Matt Marty
Historian- Jeremy Oyen
Public Relations- Jim Morris
Pundratsinp. Chairman- Chris Westove r
IPC Representative- Paul Comllle
ire Represenatlve-Bryan Schlra
Activities Chairman- Jamey Tokar
Activities Chairman- Kevin Talepo
Communications- Todd Erickson
Scholarship Chairman- San Smith
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Stereo Chairman- Sim Syle
Asst. Social- Charlie Johnson
Asst. Rush- Tom Fltzwater
Asst. Treasurer- Dan Phillips
Asst. Pledge Educator- BUI Soettlng
Chaplin-Mike Smith
Guard- Jesse Howard
Guard- Brian Walkerly
Alcohol Awareness- Tim Jacobs
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Surveys indicate
top five priorities
of Faculty Senate
by Jeremy Stone Weber
staff writer

Faculty Senate stated its budget priorities Tuesday by passing
a resolution which defines the
senate's proposals for funding increases during the next academic
year.
The senate's Committee on
Academic Affairs presented its
annual recommendations for the
University budget during the
senate's meeting Tuesday.
The top five priority areas were
determined from a survey of the
seven college advisory councils
taken by the CAA. They are:
■Increase faculty compensation
■Increase the number of highdemand class sections
■Increase operating budgets
■Increase funds for tenuretrack positions
■Increase funds for minority
faculty and staff positions
These recommendations will be
given to the central administration, the University Budget
Committee and the Faculty Senate Budget Committee for consideration.
Committee Chairperson Joe
Spinelli said the results of the
survey were not surprising.
"There's nothing really unexpected in that it came out pretty
much the same as last year," he
said. "There was some division
among committee members as to
what we thought [the priorities]
should be, but we decided to take
them in the order they came in
through the survey."
The committee is charged with
proposing the senate's priority
recommendations, but the senate's charter makes no allusion
as to how this should be done, said
Faculty Senate Chairperson Harold Lunde. Therefore, the committee was not forced to abide by
the survey results.
Another CAA resolution was
tabled at the urge of University
President Paul Olscamp,
however.

The committee's proposals for
areas which should be reduced in
the event of a state-mandated
budget reduction were tabled to
allow the University's administration and CAA members more
time together.
The resolution would have included recommendations for reductions in computer purchases,
and funding for library enhancement and Turing new part-time
employees. Olscamp introduced
a motion to table the resolution so
the administration could share its
information with the CAA.
"Obviously for some time we
have been aware of the threat to
the budget," he said. "We have a
pretty good idea of what the reductions ought to be and where
they would be coming from. I
■O Newt/Jay Murdock
Housing and Discs
would be quite willing to meet
Students take Information and flying discs from the Varsity Square
the fair, which featured representatives from rental companies, uwith a couple of CAA members to
Apartment booth at the Ofl-Campus Housing Fair in Lenhart
tllltles, and city and county offices
discuss this."
Grand Ballroom Tuesday night. More than 750 students attended
In other business, Olscamp responded to the senate's recent
Eresidential evaluation, saying
e expects to learn from the retiort and hopes to improve his reations with faculty members.
The report — released last
Wednesday — characterized Olsing with a senate chairperson.
camp's performance as below by Jeremy Stone Weber
"I thought the trustees were
'I thought the trustees were smart enough
average in a vast majority of his slaff writer
to
take
care
of
it
on
their
own,
but
obviously
smart enough to take care
job responsibilities and often
not," he said. "I think it's about time for
criticized the president for defenFaculty Senator Elliott Blinn took steps to some of those people to wake up and smell
ot it on their own, but
sive behavior.
improve tedious senate-Board of Trustees
coffee."
Olscamp said he expected relations Tuesday, asking the trustees to theBlinn
obviously not. I think it's
said part of his concerns result from
many of the results.
clarify procedures for working with the sen- an upcoming budget crunch, in which
about time for some of those
"I knew I was in trouble when I ate.
several University leaders are predicting a
said to [Olscamp's wife] Ruth,
people to wake up and
In return, Blinn said the senate may con- decrease in funding from the state.
'You know, there are a lot of peo- sider withdrawing its complaint to the Ohio
"I
think
we're
about
to
go
through
hell
and
smell
the coffee."
ple out there who say I'm overly Board of Regents Chancellor and the Ohio the integrity of the faculty representation is
defensive,'" he said. "She said, Attorney General.
very critical," he said. "To not recognize the
"That's OK, honey, there's a lot
"What concerns me is the conflict between chairperson is the most outrageous thing I'for you to be defensive about."'
-Elliott Blinn,
the Faculty Senate and the trustees," he ve ever heard."
Olscamp thanked the senate's said. "I would hope the Board or [University
Trustee
Secretary
Lester
Barber
said
Committee to Evaluate the President Paul ]Olscamp asks the trustees to Blinn's proposals may be the wrong move
President for its work. The senate fortnally state their policy on recognizing for the senate to make.
"We need somebody to ask the trustees to
later approved the report.
the senate chair."
"I think it would be a mistake for the senclarify their stand on this relationship." he
The senate also approved
Blinn's concerns stem from senate com- ate to call the trustees' attention to this issue
said.
"Then we could address the possibility
several amendments to the Aca- Silaints concerning the trustees' alleged re- again," he said. "There's no ambiguity on
of withdrawing the motion."
demic Honesty Policy relating to usal to recognize former senate chairper- the point that the trustees recognize the
The senate took no action on Blinn's prograduate students.
son Ann-Marie Lancaster. Lancaster re- chair of the senate."
posals, but Blinn said he still hopes his
The changes' main effects will signed her post last January, saying the
statements will help push the board to take
Blinn responded, "They recognize this one
increase the maximum penalty trustees would not recognize her as the offi- [Harold
action on the issue.
Lunde], but will they recognize the
for plagiarism by graduate stu- cial senate delegate.
next?"
"What I would hope is that there'll be a
dents from a "WF" grade to reSenator Allen White agreed with Blinn's
The complaint — stipulated in a recent
chain reaction and reasonable people will
voking an offending student's de- senate resolution — was designed to remind proposal, but said the senate's complaint
take reasonable action," he said. "But I
gree.
the trustees to state their position on work- should not be necessarily withdrawn.
want it on paper."

Senate-Board relations mending

Seniors?
Which group are you in?
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Those pictured in the 1991 KEY.

Those not.

Don't be a blank spot in your classmates' memories!!
The last session for the 1991 KEY yearbook is now underway. Sitting
available through next week, but schedule now because
appointments are going fast. Call today!

Call 372-8086 to make your appointment today with immortality
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KSU & MU site of protests
Woodchuck creates unity Student
voices
Organization promotes free speech, asking questions
by Dan Gray
•taff wilier

A flier floating around the
University reads: "Where is
expression at Bowling Green
State University?"
The flier was created by an
organization which calls itself
The Woodchuck.
According to Scott Williams,
a member of The Woodchuck,
the main focus of the group is to
promote freedom of expression
and to ask people simple questions about issues in the world
in hopes they can provoke
thought.
"We always need to question
things in the world view," said
Williams. "We're not given all
the information to effectively
put two and two together.''
According to sophomore
Chris Fleming, a member of
The Woodchuck, "If people
would say what's on their
minds, then there wouldn't be
as many problems as there are
today."
The group recently collaborated with the Peace Coalition
with the programs that have
been put together by Peace Coalition, such as a trip to Washington next weekend, and the
recent teach-ins at the Univer-

"We always need to question things in the
world view... we're not given all the
information to effectively put two and two
together."
-Scott Williams, woodchuck
sity.
Recently, all of their energies
have been directed toward educating University students
about the war.
According to Brent Mast, a
senior economics major and
Woodchuck member, "The
government said that enforcing
economic sanctions would take
too long to make a difference,
however, we've gotten involved
in a war that will take just as
long."
The Woodchuck started as an
idea by I.ydia Jenkins and Amy
Benson, two University sophomores.
The original plan was to establish a newspaper to express
the ideas of University students, which would be free of
any editing and would have no
set staff.
The Woodchuck eventually

evolved into what it has become
today, with the idea of the
newspaper still on the backburner.
"One of the main reasons that
we would not like to become a
University recognized organization is because the University
probably would not agree with
many of the things that we
stand for. That would be particularly important if we should
ever start the newspaper," Williams said.
For now, the group will continue to try to provoke public
thought with fliers and social
interaction.
One question on a Woodchuck
flier reads:
"Would you spend your last
dollar on a gun while your family starves? The government
says that you would— Do they
speak for you?"

War
:: Continued from page 1.
They said they saw little serious
damage to civilian areas.
At Dhahran, our incoming
Scuds were intercepted and destroyed by Patriot defense missiles, witnesses said.

An unspecified number of two others.
Scuds rained down on Israel late
Earlier in the day, Foreign
Tuesday, and one that penetrated Minister David Levy suggested
the Patriot shield landed in a res- Israel might have to respond to
idential area, hitting densely another attack. "Nobody in Israel
packed apartments, flattening is interested in being a sacrificial
one building and badly damaging lamb," he said. After the attack,
it was announced the Israeli Cabinet would meet today to decide
how to respond.
The Baffle for NlrV Ohio
Twenty or 30 of the missile's
mobile launchers are believed to
be on the loose in southern Iraq,
B.G. vs. Toledo
apparently hiding during the day,
emerging to menace Israel and
Saudi Arabia at night.
The extent of the fires and
damage to Kuwait's oil facilities
was unclear.

different than
past opinions
KENT, O— An anti-war activist at Kent State University
telephoned the school newspaper
last week, wondering whether
demonstrators would get in trouble if they took over the campus
radio station.
"I mean, shouldn't they just do
it?" asked Jennifer Lyons, editorial page editor at the Daily Kent
Stater.
Times have changed since Kent
became a tragic symbol for the
peace movement during the Vietnam War.
Those who protested the U.S.
bombing of Cambodia in the
spring of 1970 didn't ask anyone's
ermission. They rioted in downwn Kent. They chanted while
watching the ROTC building bum
to the ground. They threw rocks
at National Guard troops.
On May 4, 1970, four Kent students were killed when troops
opened fire at a demonstration.
Nine other people were wounded.
The shootings put this city, 40
miles southeast of Cleveland, on
the map, and they gave the school
a reputation that bears little
resemblance to sentiment at Kent
today.
"This is a very conservative
campus," said Trish Hooper, editor of the school newspaper. "It
became a symbol, real or imagined, because of what happened
on one day."
Letters to the editor are running about 3-to-l in favor of the
U.S. action in the Persian Gulf,
Lyons said. And the letters have
come in droves, about 60 of them
in the first two days after the
American attack.
On campus, the prevailing
opinion is support for U.S. troops,
even among those who disagreed
with the decision to go to war.
"Whether or not I agree with
the war isn't really an issue,"
said Wendy Shirer, 20, of Wooster, a sophomore studying fashion merchandising. "I feel we
should support the people who are
over there. It seems a lot of the
anti-war people are saying, 'We
want peace. Well, everybody

Recall
□ Continued from page 1.

Tuna to WBGU-88.1 FM for both man's and woman's
hoop excitement. Action starts tonight at 5:30pm.
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Develop your Freeze Frame
photos at
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"They will eventually run
themselves into the ground," he
said.
Under the USG constitution any
officer can be recalled by the
Elections and Opinions Board but
the reasons need to be unquestionably valid, he said.
"As an administration, we haven't done anything we should be

.

.w

ashamed of [doing]," Coughlin
said.
One aspect of Coughlin's administration the Democrats question is the fact that USG treasury
records are not public.
"The only public document is
the USG financial report to the
Academic Committee on General
Fee Allocation," Coughlin said.
If records were made public,
only complications would arise,
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Miami pupil organizes rally

OXFORD, O. (AP) - Mike
Noonan, a Navy ROTC student at Miami University
whose Army brother Robert
was killed in an accident in
Saudi Arabia last September,
is organizing a campus rally
in support of the government
and U.S. troops in the Persian
Gulf.
Noonan, a freshman, said
Tuesday he originally hoped
to attract 300 people but now
hopes to perhaps triple that
attendance for the rally at
midday today.
"We just ran off a thousand
copies of our fliers, and I've
§ot six guys out distributing
lem for me," Noonan said
Tuesday. He said callers
from Cincinnati and Dayton
indicated they would attend.
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On All Darkroom Supplies

Albanese believes Kent's reputation actually works against his
group as it preaches against war.
"People nave a feeling you're
just stuck in the '60s. They say,
'Why don't you stop being a hippie and move into the '90s?' Well,
this movement has a totally
different base. There are community and church groups involved," he said. "But there are
also similarities. The message is
the same."

Coughlin said.
"If [the USG treasury records]
were public, we would have 36
senators micro-managing a
$30,000 budget and that's bad .
business,"Coughlin said.
But, he said it is not his responsibility to determine whether or
not the records should ultimately
be public.
''It's not my call — if the USG
finance committee wanted to
make [the treasury records] public it could," he added.
Rice said he encourages the
finance committee to open the records to scrutiny if they have
nothing to hide.
"The last time [general as-

sembly] was not receiving budget
-reports was during Tim Peterson's administration in 1988-1989.
That led to a $5,000 deficit in
USG," he said.
"The next USG president
should not start with a deficit,"
Rice added.
Redfern said the College Democrats think an investigation of
Coughlin should be conducted by
the USG branch of Student Court.
Coughlin believes the College
Democrats are asking for his recall because of their own political
interests.
"They are upset because I oppose
partisanship in USG,"
Coughlin said.
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co-sponsored by a group that
supports the war.
''People think the only way to
oppose Saddam Hussein is violent, aggressive reaction," Albanese said. "We feel it's atrocious what he's done to Kuwait.
We know it's not Vietnam. When
we say, 'No more Vietnam,' we
mean no more war that isn't
healthy for our society."

That message is posted on a
bulletin board near the student
activities office at Kent State
University. In bold, black letters,
it reads: "PEACE. Spread the
Word."
Step a little closer and you can
read the fine print: "And if you'd
like to reach thousands of people
with a message of your own, call
Alternative Promotions. We custom design fliers like this one."

Greenbriar Inc.
UJe ore leasing the following
locations for the Fall of 1991
East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Buff Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments

GT

S3, $2, $1 Off on
Film Developing

"What we're here for is to
show our support for the
president, to snow our support for our nation — because
the president and Congress
made the decision for us to
liberate Kuwait — and to
show support for our troops,"
said Noonan, who is majoring
in aeronautics and plans to be
a Navy pilot.

wants peace. But you can't stand
by and just let that guy [Saddam
Hussein] go in there."
There is a small but vocal antiwar group at Kent, organized
during the five months since Iraq
invaded Kuwait. About 100 students, faculty and others opposed
to war paraded on campus the
night the allied bombing began. A
noon rally Thursday nearly became violent when pro-war students began shouting at anti-war
demonstrators.
Some brief pushing and shoving
ended abruptly when word circulated that a U.S. plane had been
downed. Both sides paused for a
silent prayer, and the demonstration ended.
"Overall, we're probably a minority, but I don't think we re that
small of a minority," said Tom
Albanese, 22, of Lisbon, a sociology student and a representative
of Students United Against War.
"Our dual message is that we
support the troops but disagree
with government policy."
He wants no repeat of the
alienation felt by soldiers during
the Vietnam-era protests.
"If there was any great lesson
learned from the '60s and '70s, it's
that. We are in support of the
troops," Albanese said.
His anti-war group is planning
a bloodmobile drive on campus,

ADMISSION
ALL SHOWS
= BLUE RIBBON PHOTO ■

He has gotten advance publicity for the rally in newspapers and through radio
interviews. The rally is to begin on Miami's Oxford campus with speeches, then
proceed with a march into the
adjoining city of Oxford for
more speeches. Noonan said
he hopes participants will
bring flags to wave.

Call or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
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Gulf
U.S. praises Israeli war restraint
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
White House praised Israel's
"remarkable restraint" after an
Iraqi missile attack on Tel Aviv
Tuesday. Some members of Congress said they could sympathize
with Israel if it counterattacked.
President Bush met with his
war planners at the White House
shortly after a Scud missile
struck a residential section of the
Israeli city, with a toll of at least
70 wounded and three dead from
apparent heart attacks.
"We condemn this brutal act of
terror against innocent victims,"
White House press secretary
Marlin Fitzwater said.
"Israel has shown remarkable
restraint in the face of this aggression. We continue to consult
with the government of Israel and
will continue doing so as events
unfold," he said.
"A nation clearly is on the
firmest ground when they are defending their own people," said
Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas.
"They have an absolute right to
respond," said Sen. John Kerry,
D-Mass.

Haifa
ISRAE
Tel Aviv-Yafo
Jerusal

At the Israeli Embassy, Ambassador Zalman Shoval declined
to rule out a retaliatory strike but
also said a response from Israel
"would not necessarily have the
character of retribution." He said
"it's not necessarily eye for and
eye" but how best to protect the
Israeli people.
Bush reviewed the status of the
war with Vice President Dan
Quayle, Secretary of State James

Baker III, Defense Secretary
Dick Cheney and his top national
security advisers.
"The president expressed confidence in the military's performance," Fitzwater said.
Saddam also has fired a handful of missiles at Saudi Arabia.
U.S. officials puzzled over why
Saddam's powerful military was
not putting up much of a fight and
expressed frustration over the
lack of information about damage inflicted against his forces.
"The truth is, we don't know
why Saddam has chosen to react
in the way he has," Fitzwater
said.
Baker twice telephoned
Lawrence Eagleburger, the deC" y secretary of state who has
n in Israel since the weekend,
to discuss the attack, a U.S. official said.
Pentagon briefers told Congress that allied bombing raids
were creating large craters at
Iraqi air fields and interrupting
command and control systems,
but that the damage was being
quickly repaired. Much of Sad-

dam's military machine remained intact.
"The early euphoria has
changed into an unease that this
may take longer than we
thought," said Rep. Bill Richardson, D-N.M.
Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., chairman of the Armed Services
Committee, said "the losses have
been so low they may have set an
unachievable standard for the
rest of the war."
The White House claimed satisfaction with the course of the war
but reminded Americans that
"this is not a conflict that's going
to be over in just a few days. ...
It's going to go on; there is a long
plan and a long process."
Allied forces reported flying
more than 10,000 air missions.
Yet, both the Pentagon and White
House complained about a lack of
reports on the effect of bombing
attacks.
"President Bush has asked for
the same kind of damage reports
that you have, and it's just not
there," Fitzwater told reporters.

Pregnant soldier issued leave
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) — Members of the 313th Military
Police Detachment gave Army Pfc. Lorien Strohl a T-Shirt signed by
all its members when she was given leave from Saudi Arabia.
"One person wrote, 'What were you doing when the war started?'"
she said.
The question is easily answered by Strohl, who received leave last
week because she's nine weeks pregnant. She had been in Saudi Arabia with her husband, Paul, and the rest of the military police unit
since they were activated Nov. 7.
"I conceived somewhere around Thanksgiving," Strohl said. "I had
been away for six months before that at basic training. I guess we
were making up for lost time.''
Strohl, 20, is an illustrator who draws up "briefing charts" and
makes warning or information signs, "whatever's needed," she said.
Her husband, also 20, is a supply sergeant trained in nuclear, biological and chemical warfare.
"I was glad to have him right there. There were times other people
thought we shouldn't be in the same unit," she said. "People were
afraid he would spend time worrying about me. I had no doubt he
would do all right.
When they first arrived in Saudi Arabia the area was secured, and,
besides training, "I guess... we didn't have much else to do."
Since then, however, the atmosphere has changed with the U.S.

bombing of Iraq and the Iraqis launching some missile attacks on
their own, she said.
"Where we were they have imposed curfews. That definitely puts
restrictions on male-female relations," Strohl said. With the bombing
and alarms, "being together romantically or anything is just about
the last thing on anybody's mind."
Strohl received immediate leave when she discovered she was
pregnant the same day U.S. military personnel began bombing Baghdad.
"I had a dream on the night of the 15th that I was pregnant," she
said. "I was telling my mother — my mother passed away in October
— that I was pregnant."
Usually, the Army will wait until the first three months of pregnancy before providing leave, but because of the threat of chemical
warfare and because war was imminent, Strohl was in Charleston by
Sunday, she said.
"It is a disappointment. It was exciting to be over there and definitely an experience," she said. "I'll continue to do whatever I can here.
I've been asked to speak to a group of high school students.
"It's extremely important for soldiers to know over there we're
supporting them."

Gulf War terms
updated, defined
Here are some current Gulf War definitions:
AWACS — Airborne warning and control system.
chaf — Metal foil dispensed by warplanes to confuse enemy
radar.
collateral damage — Military jargon for civilian deaths and
injuries.
ECM — Electronic countermeasures designed to blind radar
and other battlefield sensors. Also, ECCM electronic countercountermeasures.
Exocet — French-made anti-ship missile. Also known as a
"fire-and-forget" weapon because it guides itself to the target.
Frogfoot — Iraq has about 60 of these SU-2S attack planes
(range 470-780 miles) similar to the upwards of 100 American
A-10 Thunderbolts deployed by the Allies. The A-10 is a slow (449
mph) and low-flying tank-killer.
golden BB — Soviet doctrine the Iraqis are said to emulate in
air defenses: if enough projectiles fill the sky in an air raid, a
few will hit the target.
LANTIRN — Low altitude navigation and targeting infrared
for night. One model of the F-16 fighter, called the "Night Falcon" for its advanced night-flying capability, has "pods underneath that hold LANTIRN systems.
MiG — From Mikoyan-Gurevich, one of the main Soviet Jet
fighter factories named after two of its plane designers.
Mirage — The F-l French combat jet from which Iraq fired an
Exocet missile that hit the USS Stark and killed 37 of its crew in
May 1987. Iraq has about 90 of these one-seaters with a range of
260 to 860 miles.
Scud — Soviet-made SS-1, a liquid-fueled, surface-to-surface
ballistic missile, whose code name is a NATO designation.
sebkha — Arabic word for underground river. Sebkhas that
turn the ground into quagmires impossible to cross with tanks lie
near the Saudi border and south of Kuwait City.
stealth — Term applied to aircraft designed to elude enemy
radar. Unofficial nicknames include Frisbee (for the F-19) and
wobblin-goblin.
SAM — Surface-to-air missile. Iraq has about 10 different
types, includingSoviet-builtSA-6s,shoulder-firedSA-7s, FrenchGerman-made Rolands and American-made modernized Hawks
captured in Kuwait.
wadi — Arabic word for dry ravine or valley. The Iraqis have
set up a defense line behind the wadi that runs along Kuwait's
border with Iraq.
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U.S. Postal Service BG-Toledo game
to raise stamp price to be nationally
broadcast on TV

by Randolph Schmld
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - The governors of the U.S. Postal Service
made official Tuesday a broad
range of rate increases, including
a 4-cent boost, to 29 cents, for a
first-class stamp.
The increase will take effect
Feb. 3. Already millions of new
stamps have been printed and are
ready to go on sale Wednesday.
The postal service had originally asked for a 30-cent rate for
first-class mail, but the governors reluctantly accepted an
independent rate commission's
recommendation earlier in the
month to trim that increase by a
penny.
"By delaying action, our alternative would be to accept up to
$20 million a day in lost revenue
that we sorely need after three
years of no price increases," said
Postmaster General Anthony
Frank.
"We are concerned that the
commission's calculations of volume are incorrect," said Norma
Pace, chairperson of the postal
governing board. That could be
too little income to run the
agency, she said.
The cost of sending a first-class
letter will rise to 29 cents for the
first ounce and 23 cents for each
additional ounce. That's up from
the 25 cents and 20 cents.
Among other increases:
—Post cards, up from 15 cents
to 19 cents.
—Minimum rate for express
mail, up from $7.75 to $8.35.

City editor
takes fifth
in nation
The William Randolph Hearst
Foundation has honored
News City Editor John C. Kohlstrand for an editorial published
Oct. 10. The editorial placed fifth
in the nation out of entries from 54
journalism schools.
As a member of the editorial
board, Kohlstrand is empowered
to represent the newspaper's
opinion on various issues.
The editorial, "Board's clause
lacks real guts," challenged the
University Board of Trustees'
Academic Charter disclaimer
permitting discrimination of homosexuals through ROTC.
The Hearst Foundation will award $400 to both the School of
Journalism and Kohlstrand, a
junior journalism major and Detroit area native.

—Postage for the typical [seven ounce] weekly newsmagazine,
up from 13.5 cents to 16.7 cents.
—Advertising letter sent to
every home, up from 10.1 cents to
11.0 cents.
A proposal for a special 27-cent
rate for people sending payments
or other items in specially prepared envelopes was approved by
the postal board, but it will take
effect at some later date.
Representing the new firstclass rate will be the "F-Flower"
stamp, featuring a red tulip on a
yellow background. It's the sixth
in the series of stamps printed
with letters instead of prices, because the printing had to start before the official rate was known.
In addition, for the first time
the Postal Service is issuing what
it calls a make-up rate stamp. Its
design is hardly striking.
That stamp can be used with
current 25-cent stamps to make
up the difference for the new
first-class charge.

The governors' decision completes a multilayered process required for postage increases. It
was about a year ago that the
U.S. Postal Service requested
higher rates, citing a mounting
deficit. The service then asked
for a 30-cent first-class rate.
After hearing hundreds of
hours of testimony, the Postal
Rate Commission issued a
437-page opinion on Jan. 4 recommending the 29-cent rate and a
wide range of other cost changes
for various classes of mail.
The governors approved the
rate commission's proposals
"under protest," meaning they
intend a reassessment of the rate
structure in the relatively near
future. In recent times, rate
changes have come in three-year
cycles.

by Julie Potter
staff writer

Alumni from around the country will be able to view a Bowling
Green-Toledo basketball game for perhaps the first time since
their college days thanks to a closed-circuit broadcast tonight.
"BG Live USA" will be broadcast to 31 different alumni chapters, according to Jan Ruma, associate director of alumni affairs.
"There has always been a rivalry between these two teams
and the alumni remember that," Ruma said.
Although the idea for a nation-wide broadcast was conceived
by Philip Mason, vice president of University relations, Ruma
said "WBGU-TV really deserves a lot of credit for the broadcast
because they are handling all of the production elements."
The game will feature a pre-game show with messages from
University President Paul Olscamp and Alumni Director Larry
Weiss, she said.
At halftone, a show featuring highlights of campus life today,
including the STAR system and Food Operations debit system
will be presented, Ruma said. The show is designed to show
alumni what has been going on at the University since they left.
The show will be broadcast at locations including Phoenix;
San Francisco; Milford, Ct.; Naperville, 111.; Milwaukee;
Raleigh and Charlotte, N.C.; Dallas; Houston; Seattle; Denver;
Tampa; Fort Myers; Atlanta; Indianapolis; Fort Wayne; Troy,
Mich.; Warwick, R.I.; Rochester; New York City; East Rutherford, N.J.; Cincinnati; Cleveland; Columbus; Dayton; Defiance: Sandusky; Youngstown and Toledo.
The broadcast of "BG Live USA" begins at 7:45 and will be
shown locally on Channel 27. Only the satellite broadcast will
carry the pre-game show, which is available on the satellite
system SpaceNet 1, Channel 9, C Band.
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Seniors
Have 15 minutes and a bursar account?

Both will get you in the
1991 KEY yearbook.
When you schedule a 15 minute senior
portrait setting, a S6 basic sitting fee is
charged to your bursar account. That's
all. And there is no obligation to buy a
portrait package, although you probably
will.
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criticizes
BG looks to ground Rockets Wyche
Bills' no-huddle

Falcons try to rebound after a disappointing EMU loss
byToddHertefl
•portf witter

The Falcons will look to bounce back tonfcjat agatot arcn-rtval Toledo.
After a demoralising loss at Eastern
Michigan on Saturday, BG needs to get
back m the win column. What better way
to do this thaw beat the stranding Rockets.
UT [3-4 Mid-American Conference, S-9
overall] is coming off a 7441 defeat at the
hands of a strong Central Michigan team
The Rockets are led by *-« senior Craig
Soften [14.7 points per game) and 6-1
senior iKeMi Wade, MAC-leader in
— 8.1 per game.
Another key performer for UT is M
sophomore Tom Best. Best averages 14

points and leads the league in rebounding
with Mao outing.
"Tom is having an exceptional sophomore year, he can shoot the ball outside as
well as rebound at both ends," Larranaga
commented. "He is definitely a major factor in their game plan and we need to stop
him."
The presoason-MAC favorite Falcons
find themselves in a dogfight for the allImportant conference championship,
which the Falcons desperately desire
But BG's demanding out-ef-conference
schsshili appears to have taken its toll on
the FalconTtitle hopes. According to Jeff
Sagarin of USA Today, BG has the 22nd
toughest schedule in the country.
"We have had a very demanding schedule, especially some of the games we had

on the road including Nebraska and
Siena," Larranaga said.
At this point the Falcons must dig deep
and come up with these road wins if they
want that elicit league crown.
It has become obvious in watching BG's
last five games that the beginning of the
second half Is very crucial. During their
four-game winning streak, the Falcons
oatscsred their opponents by a S8-16 margin in the early stages of the second half.
But just the opposite happened last Saturday when EMU erased a 17-point halftone
lead by the KHninute mark.
The overall series between BG-UT
stands at 62-57 in favor of Toledo. As of late
■G has taken charge, winning six of the
last eight — including the four in a row at
home.

CINCINNATI (AP) - Cincinnati Bengals coach Sam Wyche
says the Buffalo Bills' no-huddle
offense looks much like the Bengals' no-huddle formation that
Buffalo coach Marv Levy objected to two years ago.
Wyche said he watched about
five minutes of Sunday's AFC
championship game in which
Buffalo beat the Los Angeles
Raiders, 51-3. Wyche said Buffalo's no-huddle offense looks like
the formation that Levy tried to
get the NFL to prohibit when Cincinnati used the strategy to beet
Buffalo 21-10 in the 1M8 AFC

Giants' Taylor, Bills' Smith praise each others' defensive prowess
TAMPA, Fla. — Lawrence Taylor freely acknowledges it: Bruce
Smith is the best defensive player
in football today. Smith? He says
he learned it all by watching Taylor on film.
When the New York Giants
played the Buffalo Bills five
weeks ago, Smith was emulating
Muhammad Ali. "I'm the
greatest," he said.
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Over
the
last 10
years,
Lawrence Taylor has been the
most dominant player in the
league," he said then. "I feel that
now I've taken it a notch above
that."
But it was all mutual respect
Tuesday, when the teams got
together for the first time for the
mis-named "Picture Day," most
of which is spent in interviews.
The Bills, who are in their first
Super Bowl, were particularly
circumspect, and Smith went out
of his way to praise his "good
friend" Taylor.
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MarvTLevy,tfor example,
didn't even show up, the first time
that's happened in 25 Super
Bowls.
General Manager Bill Polian
said Levy was busy with the
game plan. And many of the answers to the predictable media
questions elicited predictable answers from the Bills.
"The New York Giants have
been in the limelight all these
years. Now it's our time," Thurman Thomas, the Bills' star running back, said.
The Giants?
With 22 players with Super
Bowl experience, they knew all
the questions and the right answers.
Even Mark Bavaro, the silent
tight end, was talking in more
than one-word sentences. When
the Giants were at the Super Bowl
four years ago, Bavaro ducked
out quickly at this session with
the comment: "It was Picture
Day. They took my picture. I
left."
This time, Bavaro spoke for 45
minutes on a variety of topics, including his rumored retirement.
"Untrue," Bavaro said. "I'll retire when I decide it's time.''
But the focus was on Taylor and
Smith, who finally got the acknowledgement he requested

Falcon swimmers
place as expected

THETA CHI
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
ITS SPRING INITIATES
Todd Erickson
Mark Mackay
Jeremy Oyen
Joe Puchan

The Bengals opted for a more
deliberate offense early in the
1990 season and thereafter largely ignored the type of hurryto-the-line attack the Bills used
Sunday.
But Wyche said Cincinnati's
"sugar huddle" allowed the
Bengals to always be in their attack offense. The "sugar huddle"
is a huddle just a few feet from
the line of scrimmage.
"We went to the sugar huddle
because we were playing in loud
stadiums on the road, Wyche
said. "The crowd noise rule has
mysteriously disappeared, so
they don't call that anymore. We
mixed it up to change the tempo.
That's the idea of it. And we want

It looks thai way to me," Wyche said. "AccordinB to Marv
Levy, they've done that all on
their own. What can I say? They're innovators."
Wyche was irked by then-NFL
commissioner Pete Rozelle's ruling that virtually eliminated the
no-huddle on the eve of the IMS
AFC title game with the decree
that the BUls would be allowed
time to match Cincinnati's
offensive substitutions.
"It's one style of offense.
whan hp
nvprwhp.lminc
when
he was overwhelmingly
voted the league's defensive They've borrowed from somewhere before, just like we've borplayer of the year.
a See No-huddle, page 11.
"Right now, Bruce Smith is the rowed from somewhere before,"
best defensive player in the
league," said Taylor, who has
won the award three times and is
one of two defensive players ever
to be named the NFL's Most Valuable Player.
"Five years from now, somebody else will call himself the
best player in the league. It's all
relative."
Enter Smith, who was re- by Kevin Cummlngs
peatedly egged on to again pro- sports writer
claim his greatness. He did, sort
of, but he also proclaimed the
Call him lucky, or call him a prophet, but either way swimming
greatness of teammates, declaring for example that the often- coach Brian Gordon predicted his team's finish in Saturday's All-Ohio
overlooked Darryl Talley "is the Invitational.
most consistent linebacker in the Unfortunately, not even Gordon saw the defeats coming at the
hands of Ohio University Friday night.
NFL."
But the 27-year-old Smith, who OU showed the Falcon men why it is considered one of the top three
grew up in Norfolk Va., 30 miles teams in the Mid-American Conference by topping BG 153-86.
from Taylor's hometown of Wil- Kevin Latta [200 freestyle], Brian Kaminski [100 individual medliamsburg, paid homage to the ley], and Steve Haugen [ 100 backstroke ] captured individual races for
Giants' linebacker, whom New the Falcons.
York coach Bill Parcells calls The trip down to Athens wasn't much better for the Falcon women
"the best defensive player of the as they dropped a 140-99 decision to the Bobcats, the pre-season pick to
win the MAC]
past 10 years."
"Lawrence and I are good Jenny Kent led BG as she posted victories in the one-meter and
friends," said Smith, who had 19 three-meter diving events. Also finishing first for the Falcons were
sacks during the regular season Josie McCulloch [100 breaststroke], and the 100 freestyle relay team [
to Taylor's MM*. "I've watched so Jen Burkhart, Sheri Kraus, Deidre Heer, and Tammy Wilson).
"Our divers (both men and women) are diving very well," Gordon
much film of him to make myself
said. "In fact, they've been diving well all season."
better."
In Saturday's Invitational at Ohio State, Gordon expected the men
to finish around fifth, and that he would be disappointed with anything
lower than a second place finish for the women.
; See Swimming, page 11.

'Picture Day' at the Super Bowl
by Dave Goldberg
AP Football writer

Wyche said of the Bills and the
no-huddle.
Even though the Bengals won
the 1988 AFC title game. Wyche
said he still feels the NFL's sting.
"We paid a price for three
years," said Wyche, who is in
Palo Alto, Calif., this week scouting the East-West Shrine Game.
"We paid the price of (NFL officials chief) Art McNallv interpreting the rule differently every

0
X

Bill Sovik

Kevin Telepo
Brian Walkerly
Chris Westover

ADVANTAGE

To All Bowling Green Students
Sohio Procare Is offering you
LU1E, OIL, & FILTER for
$15.95
and $5.00 worth of free got
between the hours of 5 - 9 pm
Call Of Stop by
Offer Expires
lor an appointment
2/28/91
leiBQBI

FBOiyilU
affiiffi81
353-3060

HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA

No snow job
Leave your snow shovel behind when
you rent a warm, cozy l or 2 bedroom
maintenance free apartment at
Quality Copies • Desktop Publishing • Binding
Color Laser Copies • Macintosh* Rentals
Blueprint Size Copies • Office Supplies
Passport Photos • Lamination
Pick-up k Delivery • Fax
Volume Pricing

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS.

Let somebody else shovel snow
and mow the lawn - you've got
better things to do!

HONORS
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

The HSA general meeting will
be held Wednesday, January
23rd at 9:00 p.m. in the Honors
Center (below Kreischer Quad).
All HSA members are invited
and encouraged to attend.

ffltntrirop fterracr
Apartment*

Anyone who is interested in
HSA is encouraged to attend as
well. Come find out what HSA
is all about and how you can
become involved. Membership
dues for new members is $6
for this semester.

ktakor
the copy center

DON'T MISS OUT!

Open 24 Hows • 354-3977
113 Railroad St.

. .•. ■.■-.-,.■,?■*' -•-i-.r'----.-'.-v -*>-.■-

Tn

HSA HSA

........ .........

HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA
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Falcons encounter
first-nlace Rockets
by Brian Dugger
sports writer

■O Newt/Jay Murdock
BG senior guard Wanda Lyle drives around Eastern Michigan's LaTonya Watson In the Falcons' 85-79
defeat Saturday. The women's and men's basketball teams are In action tonight at Anderson Arena
against Toledo.

Sports figures arrested
Drysdale out on bail after drunken driving charge
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Hall of Fame pitcher
Don Drysdale was arrested for investigation of
felony drunken driving following a traffic accident
that injured a woman, police said Tuesday.
Drysdale, 54, was arrested Monday night after
the car he was driving collided with another vehicle. Drysdale, who was alone, was making a left
turn, police officer Tom Ohmer said
A breath test after the accident showed Drysdale, an announcer for the Los Angeles Dodgers,
had a blood-alcohol level of .19, more than twice
the legal limit of .08, Ohmer said.
A 24-year-old woman driving the other car suffered bruises and abrasions and was taken to St.
Joseph Hospital in Burbank, the officer said.
Drysdale was booked and posted $5,000 bail a
. few hours later, police said. He is scheduled for arraignment on Feb. 11.
Drysdale pitched for the Dodgers from 1956 to
1969, compiling a 209-167 record and 2.95 ERA.
The 1962 Cy Young winner, he pitched 58 consecutive scoreless innings in 1968, a record that stood
until 1988, when Dodger Orel Hershiser surpassed
it by one.
Drysdale, inducted into the Hall of Fame in 1984,

Drysdale, inducted into the Hall of Fame in 1984,
worked for ABC-TV as an announcer before taking
the Dodgers' announcing job.
ana
DAYTON, O. — Two Wright State University
basketball players who were arrested following an
altercation in an arena parking lot apparently remain in good standing with the team.
Coach Ralph Underhill said he doesn't plan any
immediate disciplinary action against the players.
Officials from Wright State and Fairborn Municipal Court said Tuesday that Mark Woods, a junior from Louisville, Ky., has been charged with assault and resisting arrest. Marcus Mumphrey, a
junior from Carrouton, Ky., has been charged with
assault, officials said.
The assault charge carries a maximum penalty
of six months in jail and a fine of $1,000, while resisting arrest provides a maximum of 90 days and
$750. Both charges are misdemeanors.
The charges stem from an incident Saturday
night outside the Ervin J. Nutter Center following
Wright State's 101-90 victory over the University of
Missouri-Kansas City.

No-huddle
a Continued from page 10.
to restrict the number of defensive coverages."
The Bills turned to the concept
down the stretch in their drive to
compile the AFC's best record in
1990.
Quarterback Jim Kelly calls
his own plays in Buffalo's nohuddle offense, while Bengals
quarterback Boomer Esiason has

the plays called from the sideline.
"There's not that much difference there, either," Wyche said.
"Boomer would know what I
want one or two plays ahead, so
it's like we're on the same page
anyway."
Buffalo routed the Raiders a
week after the Raiders eliminated the Bengals from the

6layoffs with a 20-10 victory. But
'yche had no second thoughts
about sticking with the sugar
huddle instead of going with the
hurry-up offense with which the
Bills baffled the Raiders.
"Each week is different," Wyche said. "The Bills played so
well, they could have beaten the
Raiders in any style."

yone looks forward to playing this
game."
In Toledo, the Falcons face a
team with good team balance.
On defense, the Rockets are
holding opponents to 37 percent
shooting from the field, the best
in the conference. They have also
held opponents to 68 points per
game.
Along with Toledo's tight defense, the Rockets lead the MAC
in free-throw shooting percentage
(.708) and scoring margin
(11.3/game).
On offense, they are scoring at
a 79 ppg and are led by senior
Kim Sekulski (16.1 ppg) and junior Lucretia LeGault (14.5ppg).
UT also has three of the top 10
rebounders in the conference.
LeGault, Sekulski and Kris Finefrock each grab more than seven
rebounds a game.
Sophomore forward Andrea
Nordmann continues to lead the
Falcons in scoring and rebounding with 11.8 ppg and 7.1 rpg with
senior guard Wanda Lyle close
behind at 10.1 ppg.

Bowl *N' Greenery"

BGSU
SKI CLUB
weekend Ski Trips
For Under $120
Meeting: Jan 23
9:00 pm
114 BA
Or call Drew or
Ken at 353 5570.

945 S Mam
352 7571

Campus
PollucyCS

44Q E Court
352-9638

Come in and see
our HOT January
special of the month Mexican
dishes and Simpatico
i Mug of Soda <A75

Pan Pizza

| w/ Any Lg.

*°

qutfl ft 'i *
inside. Pickup or Delivery
EXPIRES i to »i

Pasta Meo|

A

rotXYirn

j

Small Pan
Pizza

cvi°o
***

* 1 Hem
Inside Pickup or Delivery
EXPIRES 2 10 91

I'IH

lns«Je. Pickup or Delivery
EXPIRES ? 10 91

|

-|

i'i»i LYKVfl
tOjPON

Perry (Mossillon) and Grove City HS Bands
BGSU Symphonic Band - Mark S Kelly, conductor
Prof Edward Marks, clarinet soloist
Complimentary tickets required

***

I Sub
excluding chef suo
| Inside. Pickup or Delivery
EXPIRES J 10 91

rOLLYITH
COUPON

;

I Mug of Soda
I w/ Any
I Large Salad

$4*

Free Cup of Soup
w/ Any Lg. Salad

I

Ins-de. Pickup or Dehvery

Inside Pickup or Delivery

|

EXPIRES 7 10 91

EXPIRES 3 10 91

Lwvn

rai i mm

I

siPEr
SAVER
SALON

Super Saver Salon is in
addition to our existing
full service salon.
139S. Main, BG.
2nd Floor
Open 7 days
352-5615

GLEMBY

Saturday, January 26
11:00 am
1 30 pm

Poqliois
PIZZA

Large 2-item £000 j $'°° °" Any Large

Friday, January 25
pm
pm

Continued from page 10.
He hit both nails on the head, as
the men finished fifth in a 10-team
field and the women finished second out of nine schools.
The host Buckeyes won the
men's meet with 575 points, well
ahead of OU [401], while third
went to Cincinnati [361 ], fourth to
Wright State [338], and then BG
with 320.
Latta earned the highest individual finish for the Falcons placing third in the 500 freestyle with
Kaminski capturing fourth in the
200 individual medley.
In the women's meet BG finished with 458.5 points, only 24
Clints behind champion Ohio
niversity. Cincinnati was third
with 404.5.
BG had three individual winners— Keely Yenglin in the 200
freestyle, McCulloch in the 200
breaststroke, where she set a new
meet record, and Kent in the
three meter diving.
"This meet was more indicative than the meet was at OU, of
our best lineup against their best
lineup," Gordon said. "Everyone
got up and raced very well."
Currently, McCulloch has the
25th fastest time in the country in
the 100 breaststroke, and the 30th
fastest in the 200 breaststroke.
Jody Reed is 37th nationally in
the 100 backstroke.
"The next goal for the women is
to win the rest of their dual
meets," Gordon said. "And although it's not really a goal, the
men would like to finish above
.500."

As most of the world's attention
is focused on the Persian Gulf,
the women's basketball team is
focusing on another battle.
BG takes on its arch-rival, the
Toledo Rockets, tonight [5:45] in
Anderson Arena.
"I'm excited," said junior Katie McNulty. "We know they're
coming off a good game, but we
know what we have to do. It'll be
a tough game...actually it'll be
moreukea war."
The rivalry is not the only incentive the Falcons have entering
the game. They have lost four
consecutive games and have seen
their record fall to 6-10, 2-3 in the
Mid-American Conference.
While BG is tryingto stay in the
conference race, UT is trying to
stay ahead of the rest of the conference.
The Rockets defeated previously unbeaten Central Michigan 76-61 on Saturday to run their
record to 5-1 in the MAC, 12-4
If all this sounds as if the Rockoverall. The win also moved UT
into first place, one-half game ets are a pretty good team, that's
because they are. They have vicahead of CMU.
However, records become in- tories over Pittsburgh, Miami
significant when these two teams iFla. i. and have won 10 of their
play. Last year the Rockets won last 12 games.
both regular season games. UT
'»>»**»**»»»»»*»*»»»»»>*»»>»*»»*»»»»»»»»>»»»»»»»»»»»»«»
won 72-61 at Toledo while taking
the contest at Anderson Arena
68-55. But, the Falcons regrouped
in the conference tournament
with a 66-55 victory.
All you Can Eat
"It's a big rivalry for us," said
senior guard Wanda Lyle. "They
11:30 - 2:00
$3.99
always have good players and
4:00
7:00
$4.50
we're always pumped up to play
them."
• Soup 'n' Salad
In recent years, the BG-UT
• Hot Entrees
games have taken on added im• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Krtance as the two teams have
th dominated the conference.
• Choice of Beverage
In the last two years, the Rockets
have gone 26-6 in Mid-American
Located in the University Union
conference games. BG has gone
28-4 over the same span.
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only lor on campus students
"Over the last couple years as
Quantum 90 cord accepted all day (or ott campus students
our program has gotten better,
the rivalry has intensified," said
UT coach Bill Fennelly. "Ever-

BAND CONCERTS AT BGSU
3:30
8:00

Swimming

'hlmans

BGSU Concert Bana - Jay C Jackson, conductor
Edgwood (AshtaPula) HS Band

All concerts are held in Kobaker Hall as a part of the 33rd New Band Music
Reading Clinic. . . and are FREE. Complimentary tickets may be picked up the
week of January 21, from Kobacker Box Office. These tickets required ONLY
for the Friday evening concert!!

I

CHARLESTOWN and
MID AM MANOR
APARTMENTS
Within walking distance to campus for
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning.
Contact: Resident Manager
641 Third St., Apt. 4. B.C.
352-4380
ME N MAIN ■ BOWLING GREEN

-—

- jiAA.--

HI

i

■ i

___

PERM WAVES 24

(includes haircut & style)

HAIRCUT
NO APPOINTMENTS. Walk in. Sign in. You're next. Mo^wedTsa.
We shampoo with every service...NO CHARGE!
j*[*fril
Every service is unconditionally guaranteed.

7
1000-530
g^oo
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• • • l>hl Alpha Delta • • •
InW1*1 In law?
Meeting Wad 23rd at 7: JO pre 100 BA
• • • "tn Alpha Dana • •

AMERICAN MARKETINO ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Membership tables will be open from
a 30? 30 everyday this week In Iho BA ft
MSC main floors. Spring semester membership Is only 310. Don't turn down the AMA
advantage'

• • 'MNKMW"
IF YOU AHE PIANNINO TO SUIMT YOU"
OWN PHOTO FOR THE SENIOR SECTION OF
THE 1t»1 KEY YEARBOOK. THAT PHOTO
MUST BE TURNED INTO THE OFFICE BY
JAN. 31 CALL 2-SOM FOR MOR INFO

What do Mate Emrick iPhit Flyorsl and Dan
Cummmgs (Toledo TV) have in common? They
both started with the Bowling Green Radio
Sports Organisation and so should you Organirational meeting Thursday nvjnt al 9 00 pm
m 203 West Han
^^

* * Woman In Communication! *'
Wa -a hold out hrst »ai«ru of ■* n mil
Wad Jan 23al r c" 2iOHa»»» p«aaAar
lay ol Ne*t veers News «e) apaaa about
graphic design and desktop piaTRafng Oues
nona'Can Am, m 1^,4 *•';■.

World Watch' - Everyone Welcome'
International Relations Organization Meeting! «•'i^ot-fa" p*nol rv,: ,\\r,r\ BBjSjIsanjI
much more'
EVERY WED 7:30 pm 114 E0
For moi« into call Nancy 362 6 725

■• •ORIENTATION MOST" ■
AppKahoni now a«aasDle

LOST ill FOUND

■■•ORItNIATIONHOM- ••
AMA
Information Night
Coma find out more about AMA tonight at
'30 In 110 BA II you would Ilka more Info
end cannoi meal, call Ann Pouloua at
384-3272

LOST 63 1 2 LBS and 65 1 2 INCHES'
Thanks to FORMU 3 WEIGHT LOSS
It s the best thing I ever did for myself
Tom Day Ca> Formu 3 today 354 4500

DON T LOSE YOUR RENTAL DEPOSIT!
HAVE DAMAGES REPAIRED'
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE CALL SEAN

Monday Jan 28th

352-7763. LEAVE MESSAGE

ATTENTION ALL SPORT MANAOEMENT
MAJORS:
Coma to theSMA pir/a party and general meeting Jan 24 '30 110 BA Cost is SO a per
•on
ATTENTION ALL BUSINESS MAJORS
Delta Sigma Pi. Bowling Green's professional
business tratermty. wia be holding an mlorma
tlon meeting Thursday January 24. al 7 45 pm
•1212 McFal Center lAssemsbty P!oom| II you
have any questions coll Jeff at 354 8422
Come see what the coed fraternity is al about'
Do you know what group serves as a *knk ' to
the past, present and future relations lo the
University?
University Ambassadors'!'
Become a "ank' . become a University Ambassador' Applications available at the M4eti Alumni
Cooler and 405 Student Services (due Fob 4|

Star »n your favorite mus>c video or walk on the
moon' You can do these and more with Fun
Fucks the totally interactive video system that
wil be here at BG Tuesday January 29th m
the Grand Ballroom You can reserve your spot
now m the UAO office. 3rd Floor Union A SS
deposit is required at signup A covers the cost
of the tape you w>l keep1 There are many openings trom 1 -7 pm

Alpha Omlcron PI Clastic
Attention
Mortar Board:
Don't lorget our meeting tonight In 103 BA at
9:30 pm! See ya there" Welcome Back!

Alpha Lambda Delta
Coming soon D* Kneley'sflaet lecture)

2ND

•• ADVERTISING CLUB ■ ■
WED JAN 23RO 7 30 PM
FLOOR MCFALL CENTER ALUMNI
ROOM
SPEAKER TO BE ANNOUNCED
• ■ NEW MEMBERS WELCOME' • •

•• ADVERTISING CLUB"
WED JAN 23RD7 30 PM
FLOOR MCFALL CENTER ALUMNI
ROOM
SPEAKER TO BE ANNOUNCED
• • NEW MEMBERS WELCOME1 ■ ■

2ND

PI SIOMA EPSILON
General Information Meeting
Wed Jan 23 al 7 30 m 110 BA
PI SIOMA EPSILON

• • ADVERTISING CLUB • ■
WED JAN 23RD 7 30 PM
FLOOR MCFALL CENTER ALUMNI
ROOM
SPEAKER TO BE ANNOUNCED
• • NEW MEMBERS WELCOME' ■ ■

• • -ORIENTATION HOST ■ ■ ■

405 Student Services

• • 'ORIENTATION HOST ■ ■ •

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORIES
Student Organizations Directories listing Ihe
approximate 180 registered student organizations and contact people are available m Room
405 of the Student Services Building It you
already have a Directory, supplemenis listing
groups that have registered since last semester
are also available Get your copy while supplies
last
The deadhne to apply for summer
internships m Washington. DC is
Feb 1 For more info, attend Ihe
Jan 23 session on Washington
Center Internships at 3 45 pm m
the Alumni Room of Union or
call the Coop Office at 2-2451
and ask for Sue

Hurry' National Retailer needs
Fashion Merchandising Majors for
Fal protects w Asst Buyers
Interviews on Thurs Jan 24th
Register today w> Co-op Program
238Admn Bldg
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES 0UE Women's &
Coed Basketball - Jan 23 Men's Bowling '' Jan ?9

UPTOWN
NEVER COVER OVER 21
UNDER 21 ONLY $1.00
BEFORE 11. EVERY NIGHIM

Mainframes, PCs, Minit.Dalabasea, Window
Applications. Telecommunications. Fiber
Optics. C. PL/i. Networks. Macintoshes, and
people systems...
If any ol these sound like technology you would
love lo base a career around, loin Procter *
Gamble al ihe Computer Science Night in (he
Lenhart Grand Ballroom al 8pm on Jan 23rd

WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
Professional work experience
with credti m Washington. DC.
Don't Miss Out
Deadline lor SUMMER is Feb 1
Info Session Wed . Jan 23 al
3.45m Alumni Room • Union
Cal Coop Office. 2-2451 toRSVP

MARKS
SUPERBOWL PARTY'
FREE Munchies. drink specials
& pizza specials
OPEN SUN. AT NOON

What do M*e Emnck (Phil Flyers) and Dan
Cummmgs (.Toledo TVJ have in common' They
both started with theBowlIng Green Radio
Sports Organization and so should you Ogmazahonal meeting Thursday night al 9 00 pm
in 203 West Hall

OSEA Meeting
Wed Jan 23 at 8 00pm m 115 Ed Hope to
1
see you there

Quarters Cafe Super Bowl Party
Giant dnnk specials lo save you bills Btg creen
action Prizes and huge halt-time buffet Open
al noon • Come early lor a good seal

Applications Due Jan 24 at 5 p m

STUDENT COURT
■s looking for a few good dedicated people lo
add to our Court Staff Applications can be
p>cked up m 405 SS from Jan 22 • 25. interview! will De held on Mon. Jan 20.
ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME!)

Tired ol Ihe same old thing'' Well, grab your
swimsuit and head for Panama City1 Spend 8
days 7 nights on the beaulilul while beaches
You win be located right in the heart of all the
action • Miracle Mile Resort' Don't delay' Spots
a/o going fast1"
Call Jean "4-LOTS" of fun at Spring Break
'91!! (That s 354-5687)

Quarters Cale Super Bowl Party
Giant drmk specials (o save you bills Big
screen action Prizes and huge half-time buffet
Open at noon - Come early lor a good seal

Applications now available
STUDENT COURT
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
NEW STAFF MEMBERS APPLICATIONS CAN
BE PICKED UP IN 40S SS FROMJAN. 22 - 25
INTERVIEWS WILL TAKE PLACE ON MON.
JAN. 21 HOPE TO SEE YOU IN COURT"

Get your resumes and Data Sheets ready!
Open House with Procter & Gamble on January
23rd m the Tatt room (Union) stop m between
9am 2pm Casual dress please
MIS A CSonly
Getting ready to head out Into the real world?
Come talk lo some recent hires of Procter and
Gamble and find out what P&G has lo offer in
the MIS and CS fields
Computer Science Night
Jan 23 8pm Grand Ballroom
Open House
Jan 24 9am • 2pm Tafl Hm Union

PERSONALS

Do you need a relaxing atmosphere (or an hour
or so? Do you want to make lasting friendships
and more? If so. come torn the 8GSU Circle K
Club lor tneir drsl Open House ol 19911 The
meeting w* be on Wednesday. January 23rd al
9 00 pm in the Alumni Room. 3rd floor Union
Refreshments wii be served
Jom hundreds of lormer BGSU students m e»penancing meaningful volunteer placements
Meeting lor volunteers to tutor children, tench
•dulls reading and wnlmg or work with mentally
and physically handicapped adults w* be on
Wednesday. January 23 from 8 00 pm •
p 7 00 p m at United Christian Fellowship
Canter, corner Ridge a Thurstm Streets Call
352 7534

Alphi Omlcron Pi Clastic

FRATERNITY RUSH
INFO NIGHT
JANUARY 24. 1991
7:30 -9:00 PM
LENHART GRAND
BALLROOM

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester summer J-term.
Graduate and Internship programs
All programs run under $6000
Call Curtm University at 1 800-878-3696

SPRINGBREAK SAILING BAHAMAS
46 ft Luxury Yachts
Groups of 6 fo 8
Seven Days Barefoot Sa*ng The Bahamas
S48B 00 ea includes Private Cabin & Meals
SPRINGBREAK HOTLINE
1 -800-999-7245 ANYTIME

DO YOU NEED VOLUNTEER HOURS' ARE
YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH MENTALL Y/PHYS4CALLY HANDICAPPE0 PEOPLE ONCE A WEEK? CALL LESA OR STACIE
AT 2-5941 FOR INFO.

PREGNANT''
We can help Free pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Comer Can 354 HOPE

Remember MARK'S make your own coupon
contest** Win an extra large pizza" Deadkne
Jan 31 1991

Alpha Omlcron PI Classic

SERVICES OFFERED

Amnesty Inter national Meeting

0 30 309 Manna

A Bahamas Party CnJ*e. 6 days only $279'
Jamaica S Florida 6 days S299' Oaylona $ 159'
Panama City $99' CaH Spring Break Travel
1 B00-63B 676*-

CS and MIS maiors don't forget the Employer
Fair on Wednesday. January 23. 1991 In the
Grand Ballroom from 6:30 PM until 8:30 PM. If
you have question*, call the Co-op Office at
372-2451.

406 Student Servico*
Appftcsnons Due Jan 24 at 5 p m

• NANCY MAROUARDT '
Happy BifffxJay L-V Youre l.naty 21' Lett 00
out and celebrate' No more wornea'
Love Ya
YourB-g K»m

BNTROP1

YOUNG EXECUTIVE CLUB
INFO NIGHT
WEDNESDAY JAN 23
7 30 PM 114 BA
DON'T LEAVE COLLEGE WITHOUT IT!

WANTED
T

Roommate wanted Call 354-8 56 after 7 pm

£y CHUOc EGST
SCRUB&DANP

WH/ATfht...

[CAN

WHO AEEW^SS) *»«». »"AtY

,J)/EALL6crf0VP.
PROBLEM S, PAL.

YOU HELP
/Vie?

^mMEMINP/boM JUST DIDN'T

\seeMWBe

SOCD

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
1 female needed to share room Reasonable
rent Nice apartment' Great location1 (elec
only) Call 354 8653

Earn money A obtain work exp in
Communications '" Public Relations
Marketing ' * Sales
Apply now for Ihe BGSU Spring Telefund
Applications avail from 8am- 5pm at
MILETI ALUMNI CENTER
Or cal Lu 372-2424
Telefund dales FEB 17- April 25

Mate roommate needed to sublease apartment
located on 5th and S Coseoe Rent only
$150 mo plus utilities CaH 354-6762 or
354 5433
Male roommate needed for Spring 91 $200
mo plus elec Will have own room CaH Joe
353-6660 or (51 3) 456-2348
ROOMMATE WANTED
Available immediately Rent negotiable
and High Call Usa 352-9578

FOR SALE

2nd

Wanted One roommate
Cheap - Free heat & water
Cal Jen or Karen 353-8080

78 Mercury Marquis
86K roues Loaded
Good shape Must sea
Moving to Wyomtng
$850 353 8047

HELP WANTED

1983 Honda CMS 250 custom Motorcycle
E.celenl condition $700 372-5325
Adler 310 electronic typewriter with memory
and display screon $100 352 1313

• ENTREPRENEURS '
Exciting marketing opportunity Flexible around
schedule cal 6766308

For Sale
Downhill Ski Boots Womens size 5 Heirlina
$45 00 Call 3520760

ADVERTISING SALES:
The BG News has an immediate opening for an
advertising sales representative in the Toledo
area Call on current accounts as well as prospect new 12 "o commission plus gas allowance
Contact Jan Stubbs. Advertising Manager.
372-2606

Pioneer CD Player with remote, excellent conditon. $200 or best offer Call Mark at
354-5753

FOR RENT

All Majort Welcomed
international firm has several full-time and parttime openings Flexible hrs $6 50 starting
Great resume experience A A S P scholarships Call 12 30 • 5.30 for interview
382 1060

1 lo 3 nonsmoking lemales lo rent furnished
apt 3 houses from campus Rent includes utilities, laundry, and cable TV Grad students welcome 353-5074
2 bdrm apt (or rent now Cal 352-5058 before
5 00 or 354-2275 after 5 00 A ask for Jerry

BE ON T V many needed for commercials
Now hiring al ages For casting into Call (615)
779 71 11 Ext T-883

2 Bdrm apt unfurn must sublease immediately
until Aug 15th $355mo 353-8047

Excellent Income! Easy Work* Assemble
products al home Cal Now' 1-601-388-8242
ext H2593. 24 hours

Attn Grads A Undergrads 1 A 2 bdrm apis
available for May. August, or summer only
leases No gimmicks, just clean, well-managed
buildings 352-3445

MODEL SEARCH Model Poleniial Do you
have it? Seeking models for fashion, advertising. A catalog work Send photos A a summary
ol your interests (snapshots OK) No experience necessary Ron Michaels Fashion Slu
dios, Box 6601 Toledo. OH 43623

Available Immediately one bedroom furnished
apt (two people can share) $287 a month A
gasAelectnc Cal 354-2260

Needed immediately
Avon representative
Earn $6-10 per hour Free gift. For appointment cal Judy at 352 4295

CARTY RENTALS
2 Bdrm apts lor 3 or 4 students Houses for
4-5-8 students All near campus 9-10-12
month leases Also summer rentals 352-7365

PI -time help wanted at Dale's Bar A Grill in
Maumee Days or even.ngs Ph 1-893-3113
or stop in person - 322 Conant SI. Maumee

Houses A Apartments For Rent, Fal 91-92.
Also subleasing second semesler 1991 Carty
Apartments Cal 352- 7365

SALES ASSISTANT:
Assist the BG News advertising staff with special protects ' promotions while gaming practical sales experience Contact Jan Stubbs. Advertising Manager at 372-2606

Houses A Apartments for 1991-92 School
year 12 mo leases only starting in May Steve
Smith 352-8917.

Seasonal employment avail as a white water
raft guide m W Va Exp not req Must be 18
yrs old, have current CPR and first aid Contact
North American River Runners PO Box 81,
Hco. W VA 25854 or call 1-800-950-2585.
EOE

6 00 pm

Houses for rent 2 A 3 bedrooms. 1991-1992
school year Cal 352-2330 or 354-2654 after
Immediate occupancy 1 bedroom apartment
Security deposit required $275 per month plus
gas 353-7074 9 00-5 00
Immediate Occupancy 2 bedroom Apt Furnished $350 per month Including Utilities First
months rent free 354-7572

SPRINGBREAK 1991
Highly motivated individual or student organization needed to promote Spring break trips
Travel free plus earn up to $2000.00 selling
Spring break trips to Cancun. Daytona Cal
now* Student Travel 1-800-473-6760

IMMEDIATELY SUBLEASE APT 2 BED
JAN 5-22 91 $400 MONTH NEG UNIV
VILLAGE APT 353-9565 MESSAGE
Long A Associates now leasing for 91 A 92. Efficiency. 1 A 2 bedroom apis 353-7074

SUMMER COUNSELORS Outstanding New
York State Coed Children's Resident Camp
Looking tor college students Two hours from.
New York City Beautiful facilities Congenial'
Staff
Specialists and General counselors
needed 914693-3037 Camp Kennybrook.
19Squthway.Hflrtsoale. New York 10530

9.00-5.00.

NEEDED one female nonsmoking roommate
(or Haven House apt 2 bdrm • 3 roommates
$450 total A utilities cal Jil at 372-5759

SUPERVISOR OF DIRECTORY ADVERTISING
Responsible lor selling and coordinating al advertising (or the 1891-92 BGSU Telephone Directory Du!:?s include telephone and personal
contact with advertisers, recordkeeping, working on ad design and page layout Supervisor
reports to BGSU associate director ol public relations
Position is available immediately
through September 14 Approximately 30
hours per week on a flexible schedule Advertising sales experience prelerred Minorities and
females are encouraged lo apply Submit letter
of application to Director ol Public Relations,
Bowling Green State University, Bowling
Green, OH 43403 by February 6. Bowling
Green Slate University is an equal opportunity
employer

Non-smoking female roommate needed immediately First month rent FREE Call 354-4496
One A Two BR turn apts 9 A 12 mo and summer leases avaM S A V Rentals 500 Lehman
(nextto bus station) 352-7454
Roommate stUJ needed immediately Large 2
bath apt Price negotiable beyond belief Cal
354-6550
Spacious 1 bdrm for sublease 1 block trom
campus. Al utii includ except elec Pets OK
Rent S280/mo
Avad
Immed
Cal Usa
353 2223
SUBLEASE NEEDED A.S.A.P.
No deposit required! I
Close lo campus Call Carrie 354-8729 (Leave
message if unavailable)
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Subleases for second semesler
now Carty Rentals Cal 352-7365
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RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
DAYTONA BEACH
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SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
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S ArVD 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT

FREE. ANONYMOUS
ANTIBODY TESTING AT
MEDICAL COLLEGE
HOSPITAL
381-3741
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
INC.
(SASI)
243-7274
TOLEDO HEALTH
DEPARTMENT

*96

FORT LAUDERDAIE

S

PANAMA CITY BEACH

$

137

124

7 NIGHTS

CORPUS CHRISTII
MUSTAHC ISLAND

*108

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

*112
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WORRIED ABOUT
AIDS?

*129

2 5 AND 7 NIGHTS

1'm/atC

available

We're now leasing for the new rental season 1,
2, and 3 bedroom units Yes we alow pets Call
354-8800 between 1 30 and 5 00 pm

FatmanHH'CTRO CITY...
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Male student seeking sublet 2 bed. 2 bath apt
$ 10O'month plus share utilities 516 E Merry.
Apt 11 Call Craig 1-866-8703

S A\P 7 NIGHTS

CALL TOLL Fflff TOCWV

1-800-321-5911

245-1701
Ask for testing times

\na.enq--

Enjoy Better Living in '91 With
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5:15

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO
All residents will have membership
priviledges to Cherry wood Health Spa
FEATURES

Piedmont
Birchwood

■

2 bedroom- M baths
Furnished- Wall lo wall carpet
Extra large closets- Linen closet
Gas heat and cooking
Laundry areas in each building
Patio area- Grills available
Sound-conditioned interior

Rental Office located at Cherrywood
Health Spa

9:00-4:30
phone: 352-9378
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